The Moderna CEO owns 9% of the company & has made millions from sales of his shares.

Moderna chairman who owned 14% of the company at the start of the pandemic.

MIT professor & Moderna director, now a multi-millionaire.

Harvard professor and Moderna investor, also now a multi-millionaire.

The Scottish investment fund has been increasing its shares & now owns 11%.

“Index” investor that invests in almost every major company on the world’s stock exchanges, 5% ownership.

Manages over $8.68 trillion worth of assets, considered the world’s biggest investment manager.

5% ownership.
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A top Pfizer investor, Vanguard owns over 7% of the company. Headed by CEO Mortimer Buckley.

US bank and one of the world’s biggest investment firms, managing $3.5 trillion in funds.

BlackRock has shares in pretty much every major listed company & owns about 5% of Pfizer.

BioNTech’s husband & wife co-founders and bosses are now among the richest couples in Germany. Sahin has a net worth of over $4bn. German biotech investor twins Thomas and Andreas own 50% of BioNTech. Investing their cash through various funds owned by the brothers, they made their first billions from generic drug company Hexal, which they sold to Novartis. They have a combined fortune of $23bn.

Blackrock owns over 7% of AstraZeneca shares. Headed by CEO Larry Fink.

Investment firm which owns 5% of AstraZeneca. The company is headed by CEO Brendan Swords.

Among the world’s oldest investment firms, Capital Group owns just over 4% of AstraZeneca.

Oxford University is set to get 6% of future AstraZeneca vaccine profits. 24% of these will go to Vaccitech Ltd., a spin-off company whose directors include the vaccine researchers Profs. Gilbert and Hill. The main shareholder of Vaccitech is Oxford Sciences Innovation "OSI", an Oxford University investment company.
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